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 A: This can happen if a printout contains an address in the header. It seems that in this case it does. You can try to print a few
sheets in the same notebook to figure out what might be going on. If you have access to the printout itself, you might want to try
printing it out yourself to rule out any potential problems in your print settings. You can use the "View Print Setup" button in the
printout settings. If that doesn't work, or if the print is still corrupt, you might need to try a different printer or different paper
setting. This is very unlikely, but it could be caused by a print profile issue. Progress in understanding the pathophysiology of
anorexia nervosa. There have been significant advances in understanding the pathophysiology of anorexia nervosa. This has
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important implications for developing treatments for this disorder. However, much remains to be done. The following areas are
of current interest: (a) pathophysiology of the metabolic, hormonal, and neuroendocrine disturbances associated with the

disorder; (b) models of the pathophysiology of the disorder; (c) neuroendocrinology of stress and illness; and (d) new treatment
modalities.Q: Defining generic functions with const T& parameters Trying to implement the Guava Generics, I ran into a

problem. Suppose I have a simple map: Map map = new HashMap(); I want to implement a function that accepts generic maps
and I know the type Long, but only know at run time which class the key of the map is, hence I want to pass in the instance of

the map. I've tried to define the function like so: void takeMap(T map) { for (K key : map.keySet()) { // do something } } But I
get a type mismatch error on the for loop line, saying it is expecting List but it is List. So I changed the function to use generics:

void takeMap(Map map) { for (K key : map.keySet()) { 82157476af
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